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Ⅰ. Introduction

Recent advances in neural scene rendering have 

shed light on the usefulness of rendering view-

dependent effects in the novel view synthesis task. 

In particular, NeRFs [1] have demonstrated that the 

radiance fields can be effectively learned in neural 

feature space via a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) 

that allows rendering geometry and view-dependent 

effects for scenes that are carefully captured from 

multiple views. However, NeRF purely relies on 

multi-view consistency and cannot exploit prior 
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<Figure 1> Conceptual illustration of the projection operations in our FVSVDE-Net pipeline. Our sampler block Fθ3
 estimates refined 

sample depths from the coarsely projected colors and probabilities. New colors are projected into the refined sample depths and fed into 
the rendering head Fθ4

, which interpolates or generates the final color in the novel views.
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knowledge, such as textures and depth cues that are 

common across natural scenes, limiting its use when a 

few or only one view is available. On the other hand, 

to leverage the 3D prior knowledge in multi-view 

datasets, PixelNeRF [2] proposed to train a multi-layer 

perception (MLP) which takes as input pixel locations 

and pixel-aligned features to generate the colors and 

opacities of the 3D points in the radiance fields. The 

pixel-aligned features obtained from a CNN backbone 

allow PixelNeRF to leverage the common priors 

among different scenes to render radiance fields but 

cause considerably limited quality. Other works, 

such as single-image MPIs [3] and MINE [4], have 

also proposed single-view based free-view synthesis 

but cannot model view-dependent effects (VDE). 

View-dependent effects depend on the material’s 

reflectance, which is a function of the material 

properties and the angle of incidence of the light. 

Learning such material properties and light sources 

from a single image is a very ill-posed problem. 

Previous works, such as NeRFs of PixelNeRFs, learn 

to directly regress the colors of pixels given the 

viewing directions, while other methods, such as 

NeX [5], encode view-dependent effects into a given 

or learned basis. While these techniques are effective 

when learning from multiple input images, they are 

still limited to learning when a single image is given 

as input. Instead, to tackle the estimation of view-

dependent effects in novel view synthesis, we propose 

to rely on the contents of the images and estimated 

(during training) or user-defined (during test time) 

camera motions to estimate photo-metrically realistic 

<Figure 2> FVSVDE-Net model for learning self-supervised single view-based free view synthesis 
with VDEs. The autoencoder network is run only once for any novel viewpoint. For each novel 
viewpoint, inexpensive adjustment (F

θ1
, F

θ2
), sampler (F

θ3
 ), and rendering (F

θ4 
) 1×1 convolution blocks 

are run only one time.
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view-dependent effects from a single image for the 

first time. In addition, in this study, we propose a 

new geometric rendering pipeline inspired by neural 

volumetric rendering (NVR) by approximating NVR 

with a single pass of a convolutional (or transformer-

based) auto-encoder network, a sampler MLP block, 

and a rendering MLP block. In addition, we train our 

networks in a self-supervised manner, that is, under 

the conditions that no camera poses or depth GTs 

are given during training (as in previous works). 

We present extensive experiments and show that 

our proposed method can learn free view synthesis 

with view-dependent effects on the challenging 

RealEstate10k [6] and MannequinChallenge [7] datasets. 

 

Ⅱ. Method

1.  Rendering VDE from a single image

In natural image sequences, view-dependent 

effects (VDE), such as reflections, have almost ‘no 

disparities.’ That is, they seem to stay in similar image 

regions in both the current I and the next frame I
+1

. 

In other words, VDEs ‘follow’ the camera motions 

relative to their reflective surfaces. To this extent, we 

propose to exploit this strong, yet simple, prior in 

VDEs, by generating a view-dependent appearance 

by re-sampling pixels in the opposite direction of 

the camera motion, as shown in <Figure 3>. This 

operation is equivalent to an adaptive line-shaped 

adaptive kernel, whose orientation is given by the 

desired camera motion and the pixel location.

Given the relative camera motion in <Figure 3>, 

which is for a camera pose with a positive Z-axis, 

the green dots in <Figure 3> depict the pixel to be 

estimated in the novel view, while the blue dots 

denote the sampling locations for generating view-

dependent effects. The correct weights on the blue 

dots can effectively re-locate the specular regions in 

the scene to match those of the next frame I
+1

. We also 

observe that relative VDE motion cannot be larger 

than the corresponding rigid flow generated by the 

scene depth and camera motion. That is, the disparity 

in view-dependent effects is inversely proportional to 

the scene depths.

Note that properly re-sampling image pixels in 

the same direction as the camera motion (from an 

epipolar line point of view), as denoted by the red 

dots in <Figure 3>, can generate the novel view seen 

from the target camera pose by ‘pulling’ the structural 

details into the target view, in a similar spirit to the 

proposed methods in the prior works of [8,9,10]. In 

this work, we use re-sampling, but guided by our 

<Figure 3> The view-dependent effects of a novel view can be 
rendered at the target pixels (green dots) by re-sampling pixels 
in the image in the opposite direction to the camera motion (blue 
dots). On the other hand, the geometries of a novel view are 
rendered by re-sampling the resulting VDE image in the direction 
of the camera motion (red dots).
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approximation of volumetric rendering, in both the 

original and the opposite camera motion directions 

to generate a novel view with VDEs seen from the 

target camera pose. In a similar manner as disparity 

logits DL are utilized to approximate volumetric 

rendering in <Figure 2>, VDE L is used to perform 

forward warping, but in the opposite epipolar line 

direction, generating the view-dependent effects due 

to reflective surfaces. VDE L re-samples the pixels in 

the input image I in the opposite direction of the 

camera translation to generate IVDE in two stages. First 

I 0
VDE is obtained by progressively warping I and VDE L 

with the 3D warping operation  g(.), as given by

  (1)

where -t c is the relative camera translation in the 

opposite direction, which causes the epipolar lines 

to sample pixels in the opposite directions. vden 

describes the hypothetical depth values that are used 

to progressively warp I  and VDE L, and is given by

                      (2)

Note that vden is a function of the inverse depth (or 

disparity) D̂  which is obtained from the estimated 

disparity logits D L. The second stage to obtain I VDE is 

to combine I 0
VDE with the high-frequency component 

of I, to enforce the same structural details in the view-

dependent image I VDE and I. I VDE is the given by

                  (3)

where k5×5 is a 5×5 box kernel that low-pass filters  

I . I*k5×5 is removed from I , roughly yielding the 

high frequency information of I . Finally, I VDE, which 

contains the view-dependent effects induced by the 

target camera translation, is then forward warped (via 

our volumetric rendering approximation) by D L into 

the target camera pose (rotation and translation). In 

other words, an approximated volumetric rendering 

Equation for free view synthesis with view-dependent 

effects can now be given by

           (4)

where Ic
′(p) is now infused with VDE. In order to learn 

free view synthesis with VDEs, Ic
′(p) is compared 

against the corresponding reference views with an 

occlusion-aware synthesis loss function.

Similar to D̂ , a view-dependent effects activation 

map, which is useful for visualizing the most reflective 

regions in an image, can then be obtained by:

   (5)

2.  Network architecture / 
Rendering Pipeline

The proposed FVSVDE-Net in <Figure 2> only 

requires the backbone to be run once per-reference 

image. Once the ‘primitive’ disparity and VDE logits, 

denoted by D
0
L and VDE

0
L respectively, are estimated, 

the novel views are generated by running the 

relatively computationally inexpensive adjustment 
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(F
θ1

, F
θ2

), sampler (F
θ3

), and rendering (F
θ4

) 1×1 

convolution blocks. Contrary to previous works that 

also incorporate MLP heads for rendering, we only 

need to run the MLP heads for a single pass, instead 

of running them once for each point in the target rays 

as in the previous works of [2,11].

3. The Adjustment Blocks

Due to the nature of our approximated volumetric 

rendering, the primitive disparity and VDE logits, 

D
0
L, and VDE

0
L, need to be adjusted for novel camera 

viewpoints by F
θ1

 and F
θ2

 as depicted in the center 

region of <Figure 2>. This is because novel camera 

viewpoints represent different relative geometry 

distributions between the source (or input) view 

and the target view. For example, a relative camera 

motion of 5m (meters) in the Z-axis will mean that 

the first channel of D L will no longer represent the 

minimum disparity (or maximum depth) relative to 

the input view, but instead, +5m into the Z-axis, as 

D L0 will be projected by d o = d min relative to the target 

view, not the input reference view. These adjustments 

are carried out by the adjustment blocks F
θ1

 and F
θ2

, 

which learn an encoding of camera poses and the re-

arrangement of the probability logits volumes for D L 

and VDE L, respectively.

1) The Sampler Block for our FVSVDE-Net

The FVSVDE-Net’s sampler block F
θ3

 takes as input 

the projected probability logits and view-dependent 

image colors IVDE, but maps them into N
2
 refined_per-

pixel sampling inverse depths dj(p) along with N
2
 soft-

maxed weights wj(p) for approximated volumetric 

rendering in the subsequent rendering block.

2) The Rendering Block for our FVSVDE-Net

The FVSVDE-Net’s rendering block consists of the 

approximated (but fine-grained) volumetric rendering 

of the estimated refined samples and weights. The 

final synthetic image color I′(p) at pixel location p = 

(u,v) is then given by

            (6)

4.  Extending FVSVDE-Net for 
multiple inputs

Our FVSVDE-Net can be extended to multi-view 

inputs by accumulating the ray colors and probabilities 

from different source views in the sampler block.

Ⅲ. Experiments and Results

After training our FVSVDE-Net for 50 epochs 

on the training splits of the RealEstate10k [6] and 

MannequinChallenge [7] datasets, our model is 

capable of rendering realistic novel views with VDEs 

with higher quality metrics and fewer artifacts than 

the previous single-view based methods of PixelNerF 

[2] and BHindScenes [11] as shown in <Figure 4> and 

<Tables 1,2>. 
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Ⅳ. Conclusions

We presented a novel method that can learn to 

perform free view synthesis (FVS) and view-dependent 

effects (VDE) estimation on single images in a self-

supervised manner from videos. We showed that our 

method generalizes well on unseen validation images 

and that it can generate plausible View Dependent 

Effects and Depth Maps from a single image. Our 

model, which we refer to as FVSVDE-Net, exploits the 

local scene contents and camera motion priors and is 

the first single-view-based method to explicitly model 

view-dependent effects. In addition, our FVSVDE-Net 

incorporates an approximation to volumetric render-

ing which we further improve by incorporating 

sampler and rendering modules for fine-grained ray 

sampling and rendering. Our FVSVDE-Net yields the 

most realistic synthetic images with view-dependent 

effects in comparison to the recent previous methods 

of PixelNeRF and BHindScenes. 

We also showed that our rendering pipeline is 

flexible to accommodate multiple observations of 

the scene, AKA multiple views. With multiple input 

views, our fine-grained volumetric rendering pipeline 

is able to handle disocclusions and better estimate 

VDEs. However, we observed that the performance 

of multiple-view-based free view synthesis greatly 

depends on the pose estimation accuracy, as small 

errors in pose estimates can generate heavy ‘double 

edge’ artifacts.

<Figure 4> Comparison among various single view-based free view 
synthesis methods and ours on the MannequinChallenge dataset [7].

<Table 1> Single view synthesis results on the Mannequin-
Challenge dataset [7]. ↓ denotes the lower the better the metric. ↑ 
denotes the higher the better the metric.

<Table 2> Multi view-based VS Single view-based free synthesis 
results on the RealEstate10k dataset [6].
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	7졸업논문
	8논문요약
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	10임원명단외
	11간행물안내
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